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ARTWORK GUIDELINES
SIZING / FORMAT

DOCUMENT SETUP:

Size:    Set artboard specs to 
   match the product print 
   area including bleed 
   (if applicable)
Resolution:  300 dpi
Color Mode:  RGB

ACCEPTED PROGRAMS:

Adobe Illustrator*

Adobe Photoshop

*Any artwork created in Illustrator will need to be 
converted to a Photoshop PSD and each layer will 
need to be rasterized o flattened, with the exception of 
interactive text fields.

FINAL SUBMISSION:

Format:  PSD
Name:  Less than 25 characters
Size:   Less than 14MB

2500 x 2500
300 dpi

GENERIC TEMPLATE



ARTWORK GUIDELINES
TEXT FORMATTING / FONTS

INTERACTIVE TEXT

Interactive text layers are fields that allow the 
user to adjust and edit text. To import your PSD 
with editable fields, there are a few things to note:

• For a successful upload, only use fonts from 
the approved Import-Ready Font List. 

 *Fonts can be adjusted once in Creative Studio 

• Interactive text does not support text effects 
such as:

arching
drop shadow
gradients
strokes
leading or kerning

• Interactive text fields should not be outlined, 
flattened or rasterized 

• Interactive text layers will always sit above 
artwork layers

APPROVED IMPORT-READY FONTS



ARTWORK GUIDELINES
LAYERS / RASTERIZING

LAYERS:

To keep elements and text fields movable 
and adjustable, each element or editable text 
field should be separated into it’s own layer.

Max number of layers:  20
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EXAMPLE:

L1  - Background
L2  - Top Frame
L3  - Top Star 1
L4  - Top Star 2
L5  - Top Hand
L6  - Top Star 3

L7  - Top Star 4
L8  - Crystal Ball
L9  - Text Field 1
L10  - Text Field 2
L11  - Text Field 3
L12  - Bottom Star 1

L13  - Bottom Star 2
L14  - Bottom Hand
L15  - Bottom Star 3
L16 - Bottom Star 4
L17 - Bottom Frame

Smart Objects and Layer masks are not 
currently supported at import. Each layer 
with graphic elements should be rasterized 
or flattened - no stacking, blending, 
masking, grouping etc. Interactive text 
fields should remain open.



Artwork is sized correctly at 300 dpi

FINAL SUBMISSION CHECKLIST:

Ready file is not more than 20 layers

All non-interactive text layers have 
been rasterized

Interactive text fields are formatted 
with fonts from the approved CS Font 
Library

P

P

P

P

P

P

Final file has been converted to a PSD

P Final file is less than 14MB

P

ARTWORK GUIDELINES
FINAL SUBMISSION / TROUBLESHOOTING

Interactive text layers are open

TROUBLESHOOTING:

The PSD file won’t import / errors / times out?

• Failure to import is usually tied to PSD 
formatting, file structure, or overall file size. 

• Make sure the layers are simple text or raster 
images only.

• Remove any filters / effects / masks and layer 
groupings.

• If the PSD is very large (in mbs), make the 
canvas smaller or consider merging raster 
layers to reduce the file size or lowering 
resolution to 250.

Why are my colors different after import?

• Check that your file is RGB mode. CMYK files 
will be auto-converted to RGB which can lead 
to inaccurate colours.

Final file name is less than 25 
characters


